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EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE DEGREE OF PROJECTIVE VARIETIES
LAURENTIU G. MAXIM, JOSE ISRAEL RODRIGUEZ, AND BOTONG WANG
Abstract. We give a positive answer to a conjecture of Aluffi-Harris on the computa-
tion of the Euclidean distance degree of a possibly singular projective variety in terms
of the local Euler obstruction function.
1. Introduction
Many models in data science, engineering and other applied fields are realized as real
algebraic varieties, for which one needs to solve a nearest point problem. Specifically, for
such a real algebraic variety X ⊂ Rn, given α ∈ Rn, one needs to compute α∗ ∈ Xreg
that minimizes the (squared) Euclidean distance from the given point α. (Here, Xreg
denotes the nonsingular locus of X .)
An algebraic measure of complexity of this optimization problem and a good indicator
of the running time needed to solve the problem exactly consists of computing all of the
critical points of the squared Euclidean distance function on the (nonsingular part of
the) Zariski closure of X in Cn. This number of complex critical points is an intrinsic
invariant of the optimization problem at hand, called the Euclidean distance degree. It
was introduced in [7], and has been extensively studied since, e.g., see [1], [10], [13], [12].
In more details, to any α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Cn, one associates the squared Euclidean
distance function fα : Cn → C given by
fα(x1, . . . , xn) :=
∑
1≤i≤n
(xi − αi)2.
If X is an irreducible closed subvariety of Cn then, for generic choices of α, the function
fα|Xreg has finitely many critical points on the nonsingular locus Xreg of X . This number
of critical points is independent of the generic choice of α, and it is called the Euclidean
distance degree (or ED degree) of X , denoted by EDdeg(X).
The ED degree of complex affine varieties was recently computed in [12], and it was
used to solve the multiview conjecture of [7, Conjecture 3.4]. Specifically, the following
result holds:
Theorem 1.1 ([12]). Let X be an irreducible closed subvariety of Cn. Then for a general
β = (β0, β1, . . . , βn) ∈ Cn+1 we have:
(1) EDdeg(X) = (−1)dimXχ(EuX |Uβ
)
,
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where
Uβ := C
n \ {
∑
1≤i≤n
(xi − βi)2 + β0 = 0},
and EuX is the local Euler obstruction function on X. In particular, if X is a smooth
closed subvariety of Cn, then for general β ∈ Cn+1, we get:
(2) EDdeg(X) = (−1)dimXχ(X ∩ Uβ
)
.
On the other hand, many models are realized as affine cones because the varieties are
defined by homogeneous polynomials. In this setting it is natural to consider the model
as a projective variety. Examples of such models occur in structured low rank matrix
approximation [13], low rank tensor approximation, formation shape control [2], and all
across algebraic statistics [8, 17]. Thus, if X is an irreducible closed subvariety of Pn,
we define the (projective) Euclidean distance degree of X by
EDdegproj(X) = EDdeg(C(X)),
where C(X) is the affine cone of X in Cn+1. Here, we address the following problem:
Problem 1. If X is a projective variety of Pn with its affine cone denoted by C(X),
then give a description of the ED degree of C(X) in terms of the topology of X .
The motivation for studying the ED degree problem in terms of projective geometry
rather than working with affine cones comes from the fact that an affine cone acquires
a complicated singularity at the cone point.
The above problem has been recently considered by Aluffi-Harris in [1], building on
preliminary results from [7]. The main result of Aluffi-Harris can be formulated as
follows:
Theorem 1.2. [1, Theorem 8.1] Let X be a smooth subvariety of Pn, and assume that
X * Q, where Q = {[x0 : . . . : xn] ∈ Pn | x20 + x21 + . . .+ x2n = 0} is the isotropic quadric
in Pn. Then
(3) EDdegproj(X) = (−1)dimXχ
(
X \ (Q ∪H)),
where H is a general hyplerplane.
Theorem 1.2 is proved in [1] by using the theory of characteristic classes for singular
varieties, and it provides a generalization of [7, Theorem 5.8], where it was assumed
that the smooth projective variety X intersects the isotropic quadric Q transversally,
i.e., that Q∩X is a smooth hypersurface ofX . Aluffi and Harris also expressed hope that
formula (3) would admit a more direct proof, without reference to characteristic classes,
which may be more amenable to generalization. In fact, they conjectured that formula
(3) should admit a natural generalization to arbitrary (possibly singular) projective
varieties by using the “Euler-Mather characteristic” defined in terms of the local Euler
obstruction function. We address their conjecture in the following statement:
Theorem 1.3. Let X be any irreducible closed subvariety of Pn. Then for a general
β = (β0, β1, . . . , βn) ∈ Cn+1 \ {0} we have
(4) EDdegproj(X) = (−1)dimXχ
(
EuX |Uβ
)
,
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where
Uβ := Pn \ (Q ∪Hβ),
with Q denoting the isotropic quadric and Hβ := {β0x0 + β1x1 + . . .+ βnxn = 0}.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is Morse-theoretic in nature (resting on results of [16, 15]),
and it employs ideas similar to those needed for proving Theorem 1.1. While one may
be tempted to deduce Theorem 1.3 directly from Theorem 1.1, such an approach proves
to be surprisingly challenging due to the presence of the cone point.
Note that in the case when X ⊂ Pn is a smooth subvariety, Theorem 1.3 reduces to
the statement of Theorem 1.2. Indeed, if X is smooth, then EuX = 1X and the assertion
follows. Theorem 1.3 also generalizes [1, Proposition 3.1], where the ED degree of a
projective variety X ⊂ Pn is computed under the assumption that X intersects the
isotropic quadric Q transversally.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the local Euler ob-
struction function and we recall its main properties. In Section 3, we prove our main
Theorem 1.3, after first interpreting the projective ED degree as the number of the de-
generation points of a certain rational 1-form. Section 4 is devoted to computations of
the projective ED degree on specific examples of singular projective varieties.
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2. Local Euler Obstruction and critical points of generic linear
functions
Let X be a complex algebraic variety. It is well-known that such a variety can be
endowed with a Whitney stratification. Roughly speaking, this means that X admits a
partition S into nonempty, locally closed nonsingular subvarieties (called strata), along
which X is topologically equisingular.
A function ϕ : X → Z is constructible with respect to a given Whitney stratification S
(or, S-constructible), if ϕ is constant along each stratum S ∈ S. The Euler characteristic
of an S-constructible function ϕ is the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic of X weighted by
ϕ, that is,
(5) χ(ϕ) :=
∑
S∈S
χ(S) · ϕ(S),
where ϕ(S) denotes the (constant) value of ϕ on the stratum S.
A fundamental role in the formulation of our main result is played by the local Euler
obstruction function
EuX : X → Z,
which is an essential ingredient in MacPherson’s definition of Chern classes for singular
varieties [11]. The precise definition of the local Euler obstruction function is not needed
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in this paper, but see, e.g., [6, Section 4.1] for an introduction. We only list here
properties of the local Euler obstruction function that are relevant in this paper:
(i) EuX is constant along the strata of a fixed Whitney stratification S of X , i.e.,
EuX is S-constructible.
(ii) If x ∈ X is a smooth point then EuX(x) = 1.
(iii) If X = ∪iXi is the decomposition of X into irreducible components, then
EuX(x) =
∑
EuXi(x), where the sum is over all irreducible components that
pass through the point x.
(iv) If (X, x) is an isolated singularity germ, then EuX(x) = χ(CL(X, x)), where
CL(X, x) is the complex link of x in X .
(v) If X is a curve, then EuX(x) is the multiplicity of X at x.
(vi) The Euler obstruction function is preserved under generic hyperplane sections.
More precisely, suppose X is a projective variety. If S ⊂ X is a stratum in a fixed
Whitney stratification of X of positive dimension, then for a general hyperplane
H , the value of EuX along S is equal to the value of EuX∩H along S ∩H .
(vii) The Euler obstruction function is an analytic invariant. More precisely, given
two varieties X and X ′, and points x ∈ X , x′ ∈ X ′, if the analytic germ of X
at x is isomorphic to the analytic germ of X ′ at x′, then EuX(x) = EuX′(x
′). In
particular, if U is a Zariski open set in X , then EuU = EuX |U .
We should also point out that the local Euler obstruction function is not motivic, in
the sense that, if Y is a closed subvariety of X , then in general one has:
(6) EuX 6= EuY +EuX\Y .
For example, just consider X a singular curve with only one singular point Y which
is a double point. However, if Y is a generic hyperplane section of X , then one has
an equality in (6) by property (vi). This fact is used in the following result, see [16,
Equation (2)] and also [15, Theorem 1.2]:
Theorem 2.1. [16][15] Let X be an irreducible closed subvariety in Cn. Let l : Cn → C
be a general linear function, and let Hc be the hyperplane in Cn defined by the equation
l = c for a general c ∈ C. Then the number of critical points of l|Xreg is equal to
(−1)dimXχ(EuX |Uc), where Uc = X \Hc and EuX is the local Euler obstruction function
on X.
Remark 2.2. The condition of being general in the above theorem can be made precise
as follows. The linear function l and the number c are general, if Hc in Pn intersects X
as well as X \X transversally in the stratified sense, where Hc and X denote the closure
of Hc and X in Pn, respectively.
3. Euclidean distance degree of a projective variety
Let X be an irreducible closed subvariety of Pn. Recall from the Introduction that the
(projective) Euclidean distance degree ofX , denoted here by EDdegproj(X) (to emphasize
the fact that X is projective), is defined as
EDdegproj(X) = EDdeg(C(X)),
where C(C) is the affine cone on X in Cn+1.
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The first result of this section, Proposition 3.1, gives am interpretation of the ED
degree of a projective variety in terms of the number of the degeneration points of a
certain rational 1-form. Let [x0 : x1 : . . . : xn] be the projective coordinates of Pn. Given
any β = (β0, β1, . . . , βn) ∈ Cn+1 \ {0}, we define the rational function hβ on Pn by
hβ :=
(β0x0 + β1x1 + · · ·+ βnxn)2
x20 + x
2
1 + · · ·+ x2n
,
and we define
Uβ := Pn \ (Q ∪Hβ)
to be the complement of the isotropic quadric Q := {[x0 : . . . : xn] | x20+x21+· · ·+x2n = 0}
and the hyperplane Hβ := {[x0 : . . . : xn] | β0x0 + β1x1 + · · ·+ βnxn = 0} in Pn. With
the above notation, we have the following:
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a proper nonempty irreducible subvariety of Pn which is
not contained in the isotropic quadric Q. For general β ∈ Cn+1, the number of the
degeneration points of (d loghβ)|Xreg is equal to EDdegproj(X).
Proof. The assertion is a consequence of the following two statements:
(1) For general β, none of the critical points of fβ|C(X)reg lies in the hyperplane
Hβ = {[x0 : · · · : xn] : β0x0 + β1x1 + · · ·+ βnxn = 0}, where
fβ(x0, x1, . . . , xn) =
n∑
i=0
(xi − βi)2
is the squared distance function.
(2) For general β, a point q¯ = [q0 : q1 : . . . : qn] ∈ Pn is a degeneration point of
(d loghβ)|Xreg if and only if there exists a lifting q = (q0, q1, . . . , qn) ∈ Cn+1 of q¯
that is a critical point of fβ|C(X)reg .
Notice that for general β, there does not exist a pair of critical points of fβ|C(X)reg that
differ by a nonzero scalar multiplication. Thus, to prove the proposition, it suffices to
show the above two statements.
Define the closed subvariety Z of C(X)reg×Cn+1 consisting of points (y,β) such that
y is a critical point of fβ|C(X)reg1. By definition, the subvariety Z can be realized as the
total space of a vector bundle over C(X)reg through the projection to first factor, where
the fiber dimension is equal to codimC(X). Thus, Z is irreducible and of dimension
n+ 1. Let Z0 ⊂ Z be the closed locus of Z corresponding to the critical points that lie
in the hyperplane β0x0+β1x1+ · · ·+βnxn = 0. Then Z0 is a Zariski closed subset of Z.
Suppose that, for general β, there exists at least one critical points of fβ|C(X)reg that
lies in the hyperplane β0x0 + β1x1 + · · · + βnxn = 0. Then dimZ0 = n + 1. Since Z
is irreducible, we have Z0 = Z. Therefore, every critical point of fβ|C(X)reg lies in the
hyperplane β0x0 + β1x1 + · · · + βnxn = 0. Notice that for any q ∈ C(X)reg and any
normal vector v = (v0, v1, . . . , vn) to C(X) at q, the function
fq+v(x0, x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
0≤i≤n
(xi − qi − vi)2
1The variety Z is an open subvariety of the ED correspondence variety EX defined in [7].
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has a critical point at q. Thus, we have q is in the hyperplane defined by
(q0 + v0)x0 + (q1 + v1)x1 + · · ·+ (qn + vn)xn = 0,
hence
(q0 + v0)q0 + (q1 + v1)q1 + · · ·+ (qn + vn)qn = 0.
Since any scalar multiple of v is also a normal vector to C(X) at q, the above equality
implies that
q20 + q
2
1 + · · ·+ q2n = 0 and q0v0 + q1v1 + · · · qnvn = 0.
This contradicts the assumption that X is not contained in the isotropic quadric defined
by x20 + x
2
1 + · · ·+ x2n = 0. Thus, we have proved (1).
Notice that
(7) d log hβ =
2β0dx0 + 2β1dx1 + · · ·+ 2βndxn
β0x0 + β1x1 + · · ·+ βnxn −
2x0dx0 + 2x1dx1 + · · ·+ 2xndxn
x20 + x
2
1 + · · ·+ x2n
which can also be considered as a C∗-equivariant form on Cn+1 \ {0}. If q¯ ∈ Pn is a
degeneration point of (d log hβ)|Yreg , then at any lifting q ∈ Cn+1 \ {0} of q¯, the two
cotangent vectors
x0dx0 + x1dx1 + · · ·+ xndxn and β0dx0 + β1dx1 + · · ·+ βndxn
differ by a unique nonzero scalar. Therefore there exists a unique lifting q ∈ Cn+1 \ {0},
such that
x0dx0 + x1dx1 + · · ·+ xndxn = β0dx0 + β1dx1 + · · ·+ βndxn,
as cotangent vectors of C(X) at q, or equivalently q is a critical point of fβ|C(X)reg .
Conversely, suppose q ∈ Cn+1 is a critical point of fβ|C(X)reg , that is
(8) q0dx0 + q1dx1 + · · ·+ qndxn = β0dx0 + β1dx1 + · · ·+ βndxn
as cotangent vectors of C(X)reg at q. We need to show that the C∗-equivariant form
(d log hβ)|C(X)reg degenerates on the line tq = (tq0, tq1, . . . , tqn) parametrized by t. Notice
that the restriction of d log hβ to any line passing through the origin is zero. Thus,
it suffices to show that the further restriction of the 1-form (d log hβ)|C(X)reg∩H has a
degeneration point at q, where H denotes the hyperplane defined by
H = {(x0, x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Cn+1 | β0(x0 − q0) + β1(x1 − q1) + · · ·+ βn(xn − qn) = 0}.
Here, notice that by part (1), the hyperplane H does not pass through the origin, and
hence intersects C(X)reg transversally. When restricting to C(X)reg ∩H , the cotangent
vector β0dx0+β1dx1+ · · ·+βndxn vanishes. Thus, by (8), the cotangent vector q0dx0+
q1dx1 + · · · + qndxn of C(X)reg ∩ H also vanishes at q. Therefore, (d log hβ)|C(X)reg∩H
degenerates at q. Thus, (d log hβ)|C(X)reg degenerates along the line tq, and equivalently
the 1-form (d loghβ)|Xreg degenerates at q¯. 
Let us now denote the complement of the isotropic quadric Q = {x20+x21+· · ·+x2n = 0}
in Pn by U := Pn \Q. Denote the affine variety {x20 + x21 + · · ·+ x2n = 1} ⊂ Cn+1 by V .
Lemma 3.2. The following algebraic map
Φ : V → U, (x0, x1, . . . , xn) 7→ [x0 : x1 : . . . : xn]
is a double covering map.
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Proof. The map factors through the quotient map V → V/{±1}, and is evidently a
set-theoretic 2-to-1 map. It is straightforward to check that Φ induces isomorphism on
the tangent spaces. 
Let Y := Φ−1(X ∩ U). The following two corollaries are immediate consequences of
the preceding lemma.
Corollary 3.3. The number of the degeneration points of (d log lβ)|Yreg is twice the
number of the degeneration points of (d log hβ)|Xreg, where lβ = β0x0+β1x1+ · · ·+βnxn.
Proof. Notice that, as meromorphic functions,
hβ ◦ Φ = (β0x0 + β1x1 + · · ·+ βnxn)
2
x20 + x
2
1 + · · ·+ x2n
= l2β
on V . Therefore, (d log lβ)|Yreg and Φ∗(d log hβ)|Xreg only differ by a nonzero scalar. Thus
the assertion follows from Lemma 3.2. 
Corollary 3.4. Under the above notations,
(9) χ(EuY |Vβ) = 2χ(EuX |Uβ)
where Vβ is the complement of the hyperplane {lβ = 0} in Cn+1.
Proof. The double covering map Φ : V → U induces a double covering map Y ∩ Vβ →
X ∩ Uβ. Since the Euler obstruction function is an analytic invariant, the pullback of
EuX |Uβ is equal to EuY |Vβ . Hence equation (9) follows. 
Proposition 3.5. In the above notations, the number of the critical points of lβ|Yreg is
equal to (−1)dimY χ(EuY |Vβ).
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2, it suffices to show that the closure of {lβ = 0} in
Pn+1 intersects Y as well as Y \Y transversally. As β varies, the closure of {lβ = 0} form
divisors in a linear system. Since the linear system has only one base point, which is the
origin of Cn+1, and since Y is contained in the affine hypersurface {z20+z21+· · ·+z2n = 1},
the transversal condition follows from Bertini’s theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Proposition 3.1, it suffices to show that the number of the
degeneration points of (d loghβ)|Xreg is equal to (−1)dimXχ
(
EuX |Uβ
)
. By Corollary 3.3
and Corollary 3.4, it suffices to show the following equality:
(10) #
{
degeneration points of (d log lβ)|Yreg
}
= (−1)dimY χ(EuY |Vβ).
By the proof of Proposition 3.5, we know that {lβ = 0} intersects Y transversally, which
implies that 0 is not a critical value of lβ|Yreg . Therefore, the number of the degeneration
points of (d log lβ)|Yreg is equal to the number of the critical points of lβ|Yreg , and hence
equality (10) holds. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. Examples
In this section, we show by examples how to compute the ED degree of singular
projective varieties by using Theorem 1.3. Throughout this section, we denote the
isotropic quadric by Q, a general hyperplane defined by β0x0+β1x1+ . . .+βnxn = 0 by
Hβ, and we set Uβ = Pn \ (Q ∪Hβ).
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Example 4.1. Let X be the nodal curve in P2 defined by
x20x2 − x21(x1 + x2) = 0.
The only singular point of X is [0 : 0 : 1]. For curves, the value of Euler obstruction
function is equal to the multiplicity. Therefore, EuX is equal to 1 on the smooth locus
Xreg of X , and it equals 2 at the singular point. It is straightforward to check that X
intersects the isotropic quadric Q transversally at 6 points. Since X is of degree 3, it
intersects Hβ transversally at 3 points. Notice that Xreg is isomorphic to C∗. Therefore,
by inclusion-exclusion, we get:
χ
(
Xreg ∩ Uβ
)
= 0− 9 = −9.
Thus,
χ(EuX |Uβ) = (−9) + 2 = −7
and hence by Theorem 1.3 we get EDdegproj(X) = 7.
Example 4.2. Let X be the nodal curve in P2 defined by
x20x1 −
(
x1 −
√−1x2
)2
x2 = 0.
The singular point of X is [0 : 1 :
√−1], which is contained in the isotropic quadric Q.
Then X ∩Q consists of 5 points, and X ∩Hβ consists of 3 points. Therefore, X ∩Uβ is
smooth and χ(X ∩ Uβ) = 7. Thus, EDdegproj(X) = 7 by Theorem 1.3.
Example 4.3. Let X be the nodal curve in P2 defined by
x30 − (
√−1x20 + x21)x2 = 0.
Its singular point is [0 : 0 : 1], which is not on Q. The two curves X and Q intersects
tangentially at [1 : 0 : −√−1], and they intersect transversally at 4 more points. We
therefore get
χ(EuX |Uβ) = χ(X ∩ Uβ) + 1 = −7 + 1 = −6.
Thus, EDdegproj(X) = 6 by Theorem 1.3.
Example 4.4. Let X ⊂ P3 be the surface defined by
x20x1 − x2x23 = 0.
The singular locus Xsing of X is defined by x0 = x3 = 0. On either of the affine charts
x1 6= 0 and x2 6= 0, X is isomorphic to the Whitney umbrella {x2 = y2z} ⊂ C3. It is
well-known that the Whitney umbrella {x2 = y2z} ⊂ C3 has a Whitney stratification
with three strata: {(0, 0, 0)}, {x = y = 0} \ {(0, 0, 0)} and {x2 = y2z} \ {x = y = 0}.
Therefore, X has a Whitney stratification with three strata S3 := {[0 : 1 : 0 : 0], [0 : 0 :
1 : 0]}, S2 := {x0 = x3 = 0} \ S3 and S1 = X \ {x0 = x3 = 0}.
The Euler obstruction function of the Whitney umbrella is well-known (see e.g. [14,
Example 4.3]). More precisely, EuX has value 1, 2 and 1 along S1, S2 and S3, respectively.
Therefore,
(11) χ(EuX |Uβ) = χ(X ∩ Uβ) + χ(S2 ∩ Uβ).
We first compute χ(X ∩ Uβ). By the inclusion-exclusion principle, we have:
(12) χ(X ∩ Uβ) = χ(X)− χ(X ∩Q)− χ(X ∩Hβ) + χ(X ∩Q ∩Hβ).
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Notice that we can define a C∗-action on X by:
t · [x0 : x1 : x2 : x3] 7−→ [x0 : tx1 : tx2 : x3].
The fixed point locus of this action is {x1 = x2 = 0}∪ {x0 = x3 = 0}. Therefore, by the
localization principle, we get that
χ(X) = χ
({x1 = x2 = 0} ∪ {x0 = x3 = 0}
)
= 4.
Consider now the projection p : P3 99K P2 defined by [x0 : x1 : x2 : x3] 7→ [x1 : x2 : x3].
The indeterminate locus of the above projection is the point [1; 0; 0; 0], which is not
contained in X ∩Q. Therefore, p restricts to a regular map
pX∩Q : X ∩Q −→ P2.
The image of pX∩Q is equal to {(x21 + x22 + x23)2x1 + x2x23 = 0} ⊂ P2, which is a smooth
cubic curve. The ramification locus is defined by x0 = 0, and hence the map pX∩Q
ramifies over {x21 + x22 + x23 = (x21 + x22 + x23)2x1 + x2x23 = 0}. So pX∩Q ramifies over the
4 points [1 : ±√−1 : 0] and [1 : 0 : ±√−1]. Therefore, X ∩ Q is a degree two cover of
an elliptic curve with 4 ramification points. Hence,
χ(X ∩Q) = −4.
The intersection X ∩Hβ is a plane nodal cubic, hence
χ(X ∩Hβ) = 1.
By Be´zout’s theorem, X ∩Q ∩Hβ consists of 6 points, and hence
χ(X ∩Q ∩Hβ) = 6.
Plugging everything back in equation (12), we have
(13) χ(X ∩ Uβ) = 4− (−4)− 1 + 6 = 13.
Let us next compute χ(S2 ∩ Uβ). Notice that the closure of S2 is equal to the line
S2 ∪ S3 = {x0 = x3 = 0} in P3. This line intersects Q ∪ Hβ at 3 points, which are
disjoint from S3. Thus, S2 is isomorphic to P1 minus 5 points. Hence,
(14) χ(S2 ∩ Uβ) = −3.
Plugging (13) and (14) into equation (11), we get by Theorem 1.3 that
EDdegproj(X) = χ(EuX |Uβ) = 10.
Remark 4.5. These examples are checked using techniques from symbolic computation
[5] and numerical algebraic geometry [4] using Macaulay2 [9] and Bertini [3, 4]. Our
code is available at the following directory.
https://www.math.wisc.edu/~jose/r/ComputingEDDegree.zip
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